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Abstract
Rite of Identity, a graduate thesis film, is a 2D animated visual poem of deaf children’s
experiences. The protagonist’s name Hana means “one” in Korean, which indicates a collection
of deaf people’s stories. The film follows Hana’s journey in navigating a visual realm and a
black-and-white realm, which represent the deaf world and the hearing world. Childhood
experiences of struggling to assimilate into mainstream society are conveyed through Hana in
the black-and-white realm.
The purpose of the film is to encourage the viewers to think about what it is like for a
child to be underestimated and to struggle with a soundscape that is not perceived naturally in
the realm. Deaf children have a right to be in an environment where they can gain meaningful
information and thrive. The film is loaded with deaf-related symbols and themes, and its story
structure is distinctly shaped by American Sign Language (ASL) poetry and written poetry. ASL
storytelling is intrinsic to Deaf culture, and one of its most prominent and intense forms is ASL
Poetry, which is embodied in the animation form.
Ultimately, Rite of Identity portrays a metamorphosis happening while navigating the
two realms and discovering ourselves, which is our rite of passage. My paper will expand on the
sound experiments that contributed to the technical process and will explain how my
intersectional experiences, cultural storytelling, and poetry contributed to the evolution of Rite
of Identity.
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Introduction
When I embarked on this thesis film project, I had to deconstruct my lived experiences
and ruminate on childhood memories. The journey was a roller-coaster ride for me as a deaf
child of an immigrant family in the United States. I grew up facing communication barriers,
audism1, and racism. I took several trips down memory lane, reviewing my childhood photos
and a published vignette on me as a deaf child in an educational setting. I have wanted to
enunciate how my artistic skills helped me thrive during my formative years. The visual realm
has always been my vessel since I was a child, constantly doodling to express myself.
Developing a four-minute animated film was a new endeavor for me, but I developed
strategies under the guidance of my Thesis Advisor, Vanessa Sweet. I wrote down reminders
and put stickers in my planner to reinforce myself through the process. Maintaining my stamina
for eight months of creating animation during the pandemic was challenging. What kept me
driven was the deaf community’s tremendous support of this film. I was determined to tell the
world our stories.
Over 90% of deaf children are born to hearing parents.2 This statistic includes me, born
to a hearing mother and a hard-of-hearing father. Although my parents learned sign language
to communicate with me, which I am thankful for, I was still expected to assimilate into the
hearing world as much as I could. Educators, speech therapists, audiologists, and interpreters
became intimately involved with my life right after my diagnosis. I was confused about which

1

Discrimination against deaf people, belief that the ability to hear makes one superior to those with hearing loss
Caselli, Naomi, Jennie Pyers, and Amy M. Lieberman. “Deaf Children of Hearing Parents Have Age-Level
Vocabulary Growth When Exposed to American Sign Language by 6 Months of Age.” The Journal of Pediatrics, vol.
232, 2021, pp. 229-236.
2
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path I should choose. I was burdened with the pressure of speech and listening, and I was
considered a failure. The mundane practice of speech and listening skills, which require rote
learning, was not stimulating nor meaningful for deaf kids like me. It did not matter to them if I
excelled at being a visual learner. As a deaf Asian child, I was underestimated.
In a mainstream3 elementary school, I split time between a deaf education program and
regular classes with hearing classmates. My second-grade teacher took our class to the school
library where we were to pick books and read them. My interpreter shadowed me and saw me
picking a fourth-grade level book. She snatched it out of my hands and told me I would not
understand it. I challenged her and said I would. She opened the book, flipped the pages, and
pointed to a random word asking me, “Do you understand this word?” I went silent, feeling
vulnerable. She closed the book and put it back on the shelf. Deflated, I resorted to the
children’s picture book section. I felt discouraged, thinking I was not capable of reading and
writing, significantly lagging behind in school. This traumatic experience is subtly conveyed in
the film.
Moving to a new town, I was the only deaf student with an interpreter in a mainstream
school. I was placed with a third-grade teacher, Mrs. Hatch, who genuinely believed in me. I
started to acquire reading skills, connecting concepts with text. My love of books was rekindled.
I felt encouraged to explore more of the languages surrounding me, and I was so hungry for
them. I eventually mastered the written language through visual means, and I thrived alongside
my hearing peers. George W. Veditz, the President of the National Association of the Deaf

3

Regular school where deaf and hard-of-hearing students are placed with hearing peers
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(NAD) stated that we are “people of the eye.”4 We gather information through our eyes, so we
are visual learners.
I barely had any deaf friends when I was mainstreaming, so I lacked a sense of belonging
for a long time. I gained deaf friends over time as I became older and then made many more
connections at the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). I learned that we are inherently part
of the deaf community, despite coming from different backgrounds. We still share a
collectivistic experience. Deaf people make up the only cultural group that is horizontal, not
vertical in which most cultures where parents pass down culture to children; rather, Deaf
culture is shared from peer-to-peer.5 Deaf people I have met and known are my great
inspiration.
Deaf and hard-of-hearing people often discuss two worlds: the hearing world and the
deaf world. Some of them feel they have a footstep in both worlds, but never fully in each. We
are often construed as human beings that need to be fixed, following certain ideologies. The
practice of oralism6 versus the use of sign language has been a constant debate. In fact, oralism
has been dominant in history, with its forbidding of the use of sign language.5 However, one
fact cannot be contested: the aural7 realm will never be as natural for deaf people as it is for
hearing people. Contrary to hearing people’s belief, it is not fully accessible, not even with

4

Veditz, George. Proceedings of the Ninth Convention of the National Association of the Deaf and the Third
World’s Congress of the Deaf, August 6-13, 1910, Colorado Springs, CO. The Philocophus Press, 1912.
5 Baynton, Douglas C. Forbidden Signs: American Culture and the Campaign Against Sign Language. University of
Chicago Press, 1996.
6 Exclusive use of lip-reading and speech
7 Relating to the ear or the sense of hearing
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advanced technologies.8 It is a harmful misconception. The visual realm is natural for us, and we
own it.
In Spring of 2021, I initially proposed a semi-autobiographical animated narrative about
my experience growing up as a new kid on the block, and the ways I was being oppressed and
underestimated by the educational system. I realized it was specific for a short film. Tom Gasek,
the professor leading the thesis proposal workshop, said that being underestimated is a
universal theme, so the film would appeal to a wider audience. My Thesis Advisor, Vanessa
Sweet, also exclaimed that the character’s being underestimated is powerful. I wanted to
recognize the deaf community’s impact on me and how I learned to empower myself as a deaf
person. Thus, I named my character, Hana, which means “one” in Korean, indicating a
collection of deaf children’s experiences.
I received a Deaf Artists Residency award, which had to be postponed due to the
unexpected pandemic. The summer of 2021 finally arrived, and I spent a month with four deaf
writers in a house in Minnesota. We had countless conversations that continuously streamed
into the night, talking about Deaf culture, social issues, literature, poetry, and art. The residency
was a catalyst for many more ideas of how I could embody my deaf experience in animation.
After completing my Deaf Artists Residency program, I resumed thesis in the fall
semester. I wrote a detailed script, but I was uncertain how to receive feedback from hearing
people on the story that is exclusive to the deaf experience. At this point, I decided to subvert
the notion of how and what should be told. I shared the script with a few deaf friends who are

8

Caselli, Naomi, Jennie Pyers, and Amy M. Lieberman. “Deaf Children of Hearing Parents Have Age-Level
Vocabulary Growth When Exposed to American Sign Language by 6 Months of Age.” The Journal of Pediatrics, vol.
232, 2021, pp. 229-236.
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writers, drawing different deaf perspectives. Cristina Hartmann, one of my Deaf Artists
Residency fellows, gave me ideas on how to include deaf symbols and motifs in the script.
Another feedback was to “to start as close to the end as possible.”
The story evolved to become more abstract in that it is about the battle between the
sound world and the visual world that deaf children face. To bring a strong contrast between
the visual space and the artificial soundscape, I experimented with various aesthetics. The
artificial soundscape portrays the limitations of our natural perception. No matter how hard we
work, we cannot fully apprehend it. The character, Hana, always feels anxious and tense in that
world.
I learned about certain themes and metaphors in the Deaf Art and Cinema course that I
took with Patti Durr when I was an undergraduate student. While developing my thesis
proposal, Patti Durr and I reconnected. We had several conversations over coffee for hours,
discussing deaf art, cinema, and themes. Applying what I learned from our conversations, I
embedded many implicit metaphors into the film that are analogous to the deaf experience.
After seeing the word “poetic” everywhere in 2021, I designed my film to evoke a poetic
mood. American Sign Language (ASL) is recognized as a legitimate language that is distinct from
English, with its own rules of grammar and syntax. Deaf poets are the masters of ASL and they
know how to play with the forms of ASL - breaking apart constraints, just like poets playing with
sentences and breaking rules.9 Plus, it is enjoyable! ASL poetry creates a dynamic

9

Bauman, H-Dirksen L., Jennifer Nelson, and Heidi Rose. Signing the Body Poetic: Essays on American Sign
Language Literature. University of California Press, 2006.
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transformation of deaf-related themes: from resistance to liberation.10 I have found animation
to be the appropriate medium to embody ASL poetry and its nuanced performance,
movements, themes, imagery, and motifs. The details of ASL poetry being utilized are
elaborated in the Review of Research and Process sections.
It was not easy being an Asian American during the pandemic while I was working on my
thesis film. There were emotional obstacles, such as worrying about my family and friends.
Also, a tragedy struck. One of my childhood acquaintances, a Korean American woman, was
murdered in February of 2022. It threw off my production and I canceled all appointments for a
week. The succumbing anti-Asian climate and her death hit home for me. After seeing a
therapist, I realized it was time that I complete my graduate studies at RIT, so I can then move
on to a new chapter. It is important to acknowledge that I have intersectional experiences that
are distant from other deaf people. This film is through my lens as a deaf Asian American
woman, constantly being marginalized. It exemplifies Hana’s fragility and vulnerability, being on
the fringe.
Ultimately, I, as a deaf Asian American woman, own my body, space, and identity.
Nobody else is to determine that for me. Akin to ASL poetry, this film is my artistic expression of
resistance, then affirmation, and then on to liberation. Deaf poets have talked about liberating
ourselves and knowing our self-worth.

10

Christie, Karen, and Dorothy M. Wilkins. “Themes and Symbols in ASL Poetry: Resistance, Affirmation, and
Liberation.” RIT Scholar Works, 2007.
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Review of Research
One of my strengths is doing in-depth research; this strength contributed much to the
film. Starting with my thesis proposal during Spring Semester of 2020-2021 in the MFA
program, I created a blog to deconstruct my thoughts, put together a mood board, and nail
down themes. I reviewed visual culture, literature, and mythology that inspired me, then films
for certain aesthetics and movements. This section expands on how my research both directly
and indirectly influences the artistic direction for design, composition, and animation. I
simultaneously made many ideas tangible during this phase, and some of them are described
further in the Process section.

El Deafo

Figure 1: Cece’s “Phonic Ear”

Cece Bell published a graphic novel, El Deafo, based on her real-life experience of being a deaf
child in the 1970s - 1980s. Just like Cece, I also had to wear body-worn hearing aids in the
1990s. Body-worn hearing aids consist of a device in a harness with attached cords to earmolds.
12

Even though Cece and Hana wear similar body-worn hearing aids, Cece is oral and does not use
sign language to communicate while Hana relies on visual modes. El Deafo barely mentions the
topic of Deaf culture, as the character’s story encompasses her hearing abilities and the power
of her hearing aids. Her book motivated me to create a story based on my personal experience
with body-worn hearing aids. The design of Hana’s hearing aids is different from Cece’s,
conveying a different attitude toward the concept of hearing aids.

Hearing Aids
I had to wear my body-worn hearing aids daily in elementary school. I was forced to
wear them all the time, even during gym time! Imagine having to roll over on a gym mat while
making high-pitched feedback. I embarked on finding a similar model as mine to design the
hearing aids for the film. To my surprise, it was challenging to find old hearing aids in archives
after contacting several audiologists. The Audiology Center at RIT’s National Institute for the
Deaf (NTID) did not have any body-worn devices in their archive.
However, my mural art was installed in a Massachusetts-based audiology center, which
also installed a wall display case containing a collection of old hearing devices. The installment
took place just when I was doing this research, so it was quite timely. Unfortunately, I could not
travel to Massachusetts due to a tight timeframe, so I reviewed photos of them.

13

Figure 2: wall display case consisting of hearing aid devices

I reached out to my elementary school audiologist to see if she had any photos of my
body-worn hearing aids. Please note that she only handled the procedures of testing and
maintaining hearing devices and was not directly involved with the school environment. She
became my audiologist just right before my family moved to another state, so we lost touch for
decades. We unexpectedly reconnected during my first year in the MFA program when she
became a member of the NTID’s National Advisory Group. The timing could not have been any
more appropriate and fortunate. She sent me a few photos of the model and explained that I
had used the gray model, and the device box in the harness was an FM system used to amplify
the sounds. Then she said, “You can definitely take creative license based on what you
remember.”

14

Figure 3: gray model of hearing aids with an FM system

My deaf friends also sent me photos of their body-worn hearing aids. I found some of
my childhood photos that show my body-worn hearing aids, so I designed a concept drawing
from what I could remember from my faint memories.

Figure 4: (a, b) childhood photos of me wearing hearing aids

During the research, this quote I saw in middle school came to my mind: “They may
forget what you said, but they will never forget how you made them feel.” I certainly remember
feeling how it was taking over my body. I conveyed that particular feeling through the hearing
aids’ animated movements and the color scheme that evokes a transition from a colorful
background to a gray background.

15

Figure 5: (a, b) rough animation shots of the hearing aids

I was concerned that the younger deaf audience would not understand the body-worn
hearing aids since technology has immensely advanced since the 1990s; the younger generation
only wears behind-the-ear hearing aids, which are much more discreet. Some may have used
smaller, lighter FM systems with neck loops. I asked several deaf undergraduate students to
review my body-worn hearing aids design; they said they immediately understood that they
were the old form of hearing aids.

Figure 6: (a, b) final animation shots of the hearing aids
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Korean Folklore
My mom signed Korean folktales and family stories to me when I was a child. The stories
enriched my imagination when I was growing up. A creature I often drew is dokebi (or
dokkaebi), a Korean mythological goblin11, and I had always wanted to incorporate a dokebi
into my story to represent my Korean heritage.

Figure 7: (a) book cover of Dokebi Bride, vol. 1, (b) illustration of a dokebi wrestling a man

The dokebi character I designed is inspired by a manhwa, the Korean version of manga,
Dokebi Bride that I read a long time ago. Dokebi creatures appear in many Korean folktales. In
some versions, they bring fortune and guidance, while in others, they are mischievous. A dokebi
can have either positive or negative attributes, but in my film, it has positive attributes. Dokebi
is Hana’s daemon with five leaves on each ear that represent hands to signify communication
skills. I believe we all have a subconscious, a voice of reason, or a spiritual guide – however you

11

Kim, Jong-dae. “Dokkaebi: The Goblins of Korean Myth.” Korean Literature Now, 5 April 2017.
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would like to call it. Dokebi affirms Hana’s strength and engages with her when she is in a visual
space. I created rough imaginative sketches of a dokebi in the Pre-Production for Animators
course with Peter Murphey during my first semester of the MFA program.

Figure 8: (a, b, c) my watercolor paintings of Dokebi for Pre-Production course

I reformed many versions of Dokebi until I became satisfied with a version as shown below. The
final character design has a friendly appearance and is much less intimidating, providing an
endearing childhood atmosphere.

Figure 9: final character design of Dokebi
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Deaf Art
The deaf motifs are frequently mentioned in the paper as they are significant aspects of
the film. While I do not classify my work as De’VIA (Deaf View/Image Art), which is a specific
deaf art movement convened by a group of deaf artists in 1989, I have drawn ideas, themes,
and motifs from De’VIA. I acknowledge De’VIA as a critical movement for deaf artists to express
resistance against oralism, which has been traumatizing the deaf community. De’VIA Manifesto
states that De’VIA work is to represent Deaf experiences, use artistic approaches such as color
contrast and centralized focus, and present within the field of visual fine arts and alternative
media.12 Also, De’VIA tends to have a strong surrealist style, and I have a penchant for
surrealism.
De’VIA has specific themes, symbols, and motifs that resonate with me as a deaf person,
so it is natural that I would intentionally and subconsciously incorporate them into the film.
Deaf people innately inherit a collective consciousness, and it is also a universal experience. I
won’t describe every single symbolic object or metaphor that is embedded in the film, as I
would like to allow the viewers to watch and analyze them on their own.
I reviewed deaf artworks that have embedded deaf themes and motifs, and one of them
provoked me the most. I first saw the Family Dog by Susan Dupor13 in Deaf Art and Cinema
course, and it immediately resonated with me.

12

Deaf Art. Deaf Art at Rochester Institute of Technology’s National Technical Institute for the Deaf, deafart.org/deaf-art.
13 Dupor, Susan. Family Dog. 1991.
www.deafart.org/Artworks/Selected_Touring_Works/selected_touring_works.html.
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Figure 10: “Family Dog” by Susan Dupor

I always felt like the family dog when I was surrounded by hearing people. Like many
other deaf kids, I often felt left out. I realized how poignant deaf art is, and how it speaks out so
powerfully. To exemplify Hana’s being isolated and ostracized by them, I designed my
classmates as transparent and out of touch, like people in the background of the painting.

Figure 11: animation shot of Hana in a classroom
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Butterfly
The butterfly is one of the most prominent symbols in the film, representing a
metamorphosis to one’s deaf identity. It also indicates a rite of passage because the concept of
metamorphosis draws from the stage in which a caterpillar transforms into a butterfly.
Butterflies rely on vibrations to hear, and some butterflies have eyespots on their wings.14
Many deaf organizations have adopted the butterfly and/or the moth as their symbol.
The butterfly becomes apparent when Hana needs assistance in self-empowerment and
reaffirming herself as a deaf person with different means of communication and skills. The
butterfly beckons Hana to enter a beautiful realm that has existed the whole time. I did many
rough sketches of the butterfly in the Pre-Production for Animators course. I knew from the
beginning that I would manifest it in a future film.

Figure 12: (a) digital drawings of butterflies, (b) sketch of a girl seeing a butterfly

14

Yong, Ed. “The Butterflies That Hear With Their Wings.” The Atlantic, 17 Oct. 2018,
www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/10/butterflies-hear-their-wings/573193.
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Figure 13: (a) watercolor sketch of girl seeing a glowing butterfly, (b) watercolor sketch of a butterfly life cycle

As you can see in the butterfly, eyes are a recurrent and crucial motif in De’VIA as they
represent a cultural value of Deaf people. Eyes represent Deaf people as visual beings, and to
me, accessibility.

Figure 14: animation shot of Hana’s butterfly with eyes
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Figure 15: black and white birch forest wall mural

I found this wall mural at Overwinter, a coffee shop, and it spoke to me. The eyes are
subtly represented within the bark, but they personify the trees. I knew I had to incorporate
this design into my animation. Trees represent life as well as the history and roots of Deaf
people and Deaf culture.15

Figure 16: “Nightwatch” painting by Susan Dupor

I found out Susan Dupor had also created a similar painting as shown above.16 The tree
is a universal motif that carries many meanings.

15

16

De’VIA Motifs P-Z. De’VIA Curriculum, deviacurr.wordpress.com/devia-motifs-p-z.
Dupor, Susan. Nightwatch. 2020. duporart.com/gallery/recent.
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Figure 17: (a) sketch of a girl and a bubble enclosing mouths, (b) digital drawing of the same girl next to a trio of mouths

The mouth depicts the dominant authority controlling us. Hana’s hearing aids imply the
issue of deaf children’s battles with volition over hearing devices, speech therapy, and
communication choices. Large-scaled mouths, which I drew from a poem I wrote, symbolize
audism and hegemony. According to De’VIA, mouths depict the dominant hearing culture,
spoken language, speech therapy, and oralism. I made sketches of the mouth symbol in the PreProduction for Animators course.
Hands are another motif that I implicitly incorporated throughout the film. They
represent visual language, communication, and culture. They display our means of
communication, language, and expression.17

Poetry
I have learned that writing for animation is quite different from writing for other
formats. I was hesitant about following the traditional narrative arc that is common in American

17

deaf-art.org/deaf-art/devia-posters
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animation. Vanessa and I discussed the three-act structure, and we agreed that I could bend it. I
also wanted to avoid dialogue, but to tell the audience the story in an expressive manner.
Since ASL comes naturally to me, I wanted to employ the language I grew up with. To
construct a new approach to the field of animation storytelling, I explored different aspects of
ASL Literature. ASL, which is a creative and visual language, has been proven to contain all the
fundamental features of the language with its own rules. ASL Literature, mostly originating in
deaf schools, has allowed deaf people to exchange stories and thrive within deaf communities.
Deaf poets also utilize film to record, share, and preserve their work.18 Since ASL poetry is
considered a signed live performance, it is categorized as an “oral” tradition, and the rich
literary tradition continues to evolve.
Because ASL poetry is a more intensive genre loaded with themes and motifs, it is the
epitome of a performative story for a short animation. Experimenting with ASL discourse was
instrumental in creating tangible imagery. It helped me articulate the story better with nuanced
movements and locations, which will be described in the Process section.
Growing up bilingually, I have always explored different types of literary genres,
especially poetry. One poem that left a deep impression on me when I was young was Robert
Frost’s “The Road Not Taken”.
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth; 19

18

Bauman, H-Dirksen L., Jennifer Nelson, and Heidi Rose. Signing the Body Poetic: Essays on American Sign
Language Literature. University of California Press, 2006.
19 The full poem of “The Road Not Taken” is available on poets.org/poem/road-not-taken.
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The poem is embodied in the film when Hana faces two realms, the visual realm and the
sound realm, and she pauses for a short time, figuring out which path to take. This scene is the
most prominent moment of the film, symbolizing Hana’s rite of passage. A “rite of passage” is
defined as a ceremony that marks a transition from a life stage to another. The space where
Hana stands is her liminal stage, which is defined as the transition where she is not fully
integrated into a new stage.20

Figure 18: animation shot of Hana facing two realms

This scene portrays the two worlds that deaf people navigate during their rite of
passage, which inspires the film’s title, “Rite of Identity.” The word, “rite,” sounds like “right,”
with its hint of irony that deaf children have a right to communication, language, and identity.

20

Banfield, Janet. “From Liminal Spaces to the Spatialities of Liminality.” Area (London 1969), vol. 54, no. 4, 2022,
pp. 610-617.
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Two realms
I have personally experienced a rite of passage. Landing in a difficult liminal phase, I
traveled overseas and created many prints of an alternate dimension breaking through the sky.
It was an abstract idea of my perception and insight into my relationship with the surroundings.
I added hands to the alternative dimension shaped like a vessel. I played with different objects
in them, and I eventually realized each of them has a symbolic meaning that draws from my
subconscious mind. Creating this form of art helped me transition out of the liminal phase prior
to entering the MFA program.

Figure 19: (a) etching print of a forest, (b) etching print of a girl with two vessels

Figure 20: drawing of a boy holding a butterfly with a vessel emerging from it
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Song of the Sea

Figure 21: shot of Song of the Sea

Song of the Sea is an animated film produced by Cartoon Saloon, an Irish animation
studio. The main character, Saoirse, is an outcast in the world, just like my character. She is
presumably mute in the film, and as a mythological creature, she is an outcast in her physical
surrounding. The story is based on an Irish folktale about creatures of the sea, named
“Selkies.”21 The film has significantly influenced my film’s artistic direction, especially the realms
and character designs.

The Aural Realm (Black Void)
How Hana navigates the soundscape was something I had to explore, so I quickly made
sketches of the concept.

21

Nault, Lisa. “‘Song of the Sea’: selkies, songs, and storytelling.” The Simmons Voice, 26 March 2016,
simmonsvoice.com/2349/2014-2015/song-of-the-sea-selkies-songs-and-storytelling/.
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Figure 22: sketch of Hana in a black void

As the scene goes inward of Hana’s mind, it embodies how she feels being in the
environment where she is cut off and isolated. It is a psychological scene, as it is all internal.
Hana is tossed and swayed, implying deaf children are mentally treated that way. Invisible and
rejected by society, Hana is a mere transparent body inside the void.
Sound is an invisible concept. To invent a visual concept of sounds, I wrangled with the
design of sound waves emerging in the void scene. I explored Chrome Music Lab, an interactive
website22, that is used as a tool for speech therapy and classrooms. The website provides an
access to different visualization tools. To envision sound wave movements in each animation
stage, I experimented with various sounds using these visualization tools. These movements
will be expanded in the production process as they significantly contributed to the void scenes.

22

musiclab.chromeexperiments.com
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A silver lining in the pandemic was my chance to watch online animation festivals. I
watched Animation First Festival hosted by French Institute Alliance Français (FI:AF), which
sparked more ideas for animation.

Figure 23: Genius Loci poster

Genius Loci23, a French animated film by Adrien Merigeau, lays out an interesting
visualization of a spatial mind. The main character with a possible mental issue sees countless
abstract shapes with her distorted perception. Drawing from these abstract shapes, I painted
some concepts in my sketchbook. The aural realm is a void that is black and white with no
meaningful imagery.

23

www.imdb.com/title/tt11884670
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Figure 24: thumbnails of a visual soundscape

The Visual Realm
The visual realm is a colorful, abundant space where Hana can empower herself with
ease. The vessel shows hands floating, stemming from both the etching prints I made and the
ASL poetry that I signed out. There are several different vessels in the film, which portray
various communication modes. Near the end, Hana manifests a new vessel of her own artistic
communication mode, which is derived from Song of the Sea’s scenes.

Figure 25: shot of Saoirse looking in the water
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Figure 26: watercolor sketch of Hana’s vessel trail

Figure 27: rough animation shot of Hana drawing her vessel trail

I inserted layers of many trees, plants, and flowers into Hana’s world. Growing flowers
are another motif that signifies Hana’s blossoming with confidence. Flowers need nourishment,
just like deaf children need nourishment to thrive.
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Process
Being mesmerized by the styles and aesthetics I saw in the French and Irish films, I chose
to create frame-by-frame animation in TVPaint, a French animation software. I learned how to
animate in TVPaint in the 2D Animation Mechanics course. I appreciated the simplicity of its
user interface and how it functions like Photoshop. Gaining basic foundations from the course
equipped me for the animation process.

Visual Storyline: Thumbnails to Storyboards
The theme of being underestimated encompasses my story, but how to articulate it in
animation was something I had to tackle. My thesis committee reminded me of a rule: If it can
be done in live action, then what is the point of animation? They emphasized, Show, don’t tell.
Another challenge in developing the script was to keep the story concise for a four-minute
animated film. I had only two semesters to create frame-by-frame animation, which was very
time-consuming. I had to figure out which scenes to omit and which scenes are necessary for
the viewers to capture the essence of the story.
First, I fine-tuned the key elements of the story: the introduction, the poetic scene of
the two realms, and the ending. Peter Murphey suggested that there should be a strong
introduction to Hana so that the audience gets to know her at the beginning. I agreed that I
wanted the audience to feel captivated by her energy and drawing abilities.
Then, I developed rough thumbnails on paper to help me clarify different aspects of the
story before transitioning to storyboards. I learned this practice from a Disney animator who
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led the storyboard mentorship program I had participated in. I also tweaked the story beats,
which serve as key elements of the story.

Figure 28: photo of script printout and thumbnail sketches

In addition, I crafted several poems to deconstruct the story structure:
Through her eye she sees a butterfly
She draws it
It leads her to another world
She explores it
Eyes everywhere
She relaxes
Then the sky tears apart
The hand tears it apart
The butterfly flies away
Her world becomes void
She sees a reflection
A nobody with hearing aids
She becomes cold
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I signed out the poem in ASL, which helped me gain more tangible ideas. After
developing the storyboards, I went forth and back with Vanessa on clarifying scenes and
transitions using SyncSketch during our weekly meetings. I wanted to create abstract scenes, on
the border of experimental animation, but I made several compromises in making sure the
viewers understand the story while keeping the story authentic. For example, I wrangled with
the transition of Hana from her bedroom to the classroom. I removed Hana’s walking through a
tunnel to the classroom, but Vanessa said there was still a need to indicate that she is entering
the classroom. I added an ASL expression of “code-switch,”24 which brings to a close-up shot of
Hana’s turning on the hearing aids and then cuts to her sitting in the classroom. This cut saved
time. The code-switch shot is explained further in the Placements and Movements of ASL
Poetry section.

Figure 29: part of an original storyboard

24

Modifying one’s behavior, language use, or accent to adapt to another sociocultural norms
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Artistic Direction

Figure 30: watercolor sketch of Hana’s imaginary creatures

Influenced by children’s picture books which reflect Hana’s coming-of-age story and
creative talent that she has, I sketched out various art concepts to establish a style direction. I
played with watercolors, inks, and colored pencils on various types of paper that I could find.
TVPaint, which provides organic drawing and painting tools, was the appropriate animation
software program to carry out that style.
Painting small thumbnails on a poster board was instrumental in unifying color schemes
and transitions of color backgrounds in the film. It helped me cohere the film’s aesthetics.
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Figure 31: watercolor thumbnails of background designs

Colors are a significant aspect of the film. I was trained using warm colors and cool colors in
design and art classes. Taking courses in Animation Film Language and History and Aesthetics of
Animation, I learned they also apply to animation and film to evoke moods.
TVPaint proved to be an excellent tool for adjusting the color backgrounds. Mari Jaye
showed me tricks of using TVPaint’s Effects to create transitions. Opening the film, the scenes
are bright with warm colors, showing Hana’s cheerful mood and tone as she feels free and
inspired.

Figure 32: animation shots of (a) Dokebi playing with Hana, (b) an alarm clock with hearing aids approaching Hana
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Then when the clock wakes up and brings the hearing aids to her, the scene’s color scheme
transitions to cool and gray tones.

Figure 33: color scripts

I established color scripts to connect the film from the beginning to the end. I created
background designs on my iPad with painterly textures, then transferred them to Photoshop. I
wish I could have applied more analog and organic art, such as watercolor paintings, if only I
were not in a time crunch. Procreate and Photoshop made the process convenient. Most of the
backgrounds are simple textures that change colors following Hana’s mood.

Character Designs
I sketched many versions of Hana, based on my appearance as a seven-year-old child
with short dark hair and Saoirse in Song of the Sea. I also shifted to a more androgynous
appearance because she visually represents all deaf children.
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Figure 34: early character designs of Hana

I tried different colors on her clothes and selected two shades of blue. The light blue
shirt and blue pants bring a clear contrast to the pastel backgrounds and green grass. They also
make Hana look muted in the classroom and on gray backgrounds, evoking the feeling of
invisibility.
Establishing final character turnaround sheets is critical for the animation process
because I would heavily rely on turnaround sheets as my reference from start to finish. I
rendered two final turnaround sheets with ten views of Hana’s rotations using precise
measurements with ruler lines.

Figure 35: rendered turnaround sheet of Hana’s ten poses without hearing aids

Adding hearing aids to Hana’s turnaround sheet became complicated, so I created a sculpture
of Hana with modeling clay, strings, and wires.
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Figure 36: white clay model of Hana with a small box and black strings as her hearing aids’ harnesses

The clay model I build with hearing aids helped me to create the second turnaround sheet with
hearing aids.

Figure 37: rendered turnaround sheet of Hana’s ten poses with hearing aids

I sketched many facial expressions because they are essential in communicating Hana’s
emotions and struggles as she navigates two worlds. Deaf people use facial expressions to
express linguistic information and tone, so it was only proper that I incorporate them in
animation as her primary communication mode.
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Figure 38: various sketches of Hana’s facial expressions

3D Modeling
I also had to refine Dokebi’s turnaround sheet as he encircles Hana with many animated
turnarounds at the beginning of the film. He is to float around Hana in the air, orchestrating
other creatures who jump out of Hana’s drawings. I borrowed several toys to help me draw
Dokebi’s turnaround sheet.
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Figure 39: final model sheet of standing Dokebi’s poses (front, 3/4, side, back), 2 dance poses, color scheme

Figure 40: Wearing a black turtleneck, I am signing an ASL expression similar to “deer” that deaf people use to make others copy
to show they are paying attention.

Since I added five leaves on each ear to represent the hands, it was challenging to
animate the leaves on Dokebi’s ears since he has many extensive movements. 3D modeling
came in handy. I assigned my student assistant, Jillian, a student specializing in 3D graphics, to
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create a rigged 3D model of Dokebi in Maya. I was able to move Dokebi’s legs, arms, and ears in
Maya, using screenshots as reference images to animate Dokebi.

Figure 41: front view of Dokebi’s 3D model

Figure 42: (a) side view, (b) 3/4 pose facing right, (c) 3/4 pose facing left, (d) 3/4 rear view
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Placements and Movements of ASL Poetry
The placement, position, and size of Hana follow the locations, handshapes,
movements, and spatial spaces of ASL poetry. Each of them is loaded with messages, just like
ASL expressions are. I will not emphasize every single shot, but I am sharing the most significant
shots to show the nuances of ASL poetry in the film.

Figure 43: animation shot of enlarged mouths that classmates have already morphed into

Figure 44: I am signing an ASL expression “mouths chattering” above my head.

Hana’s placement within shots is influenced by ASL expressions. I signed, “mouths
chattering above me” in ASL. The placement of my sign constructed this classroom shot. She is
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not on an equal plane as other students morphing into mouths. The mouths enlarged and
placed above her illustrate the dominant communication. Everything becomes incoherent to
Hana, and her shrinking within the shot depicts her being subdued and disempowered in the
mainstream classroom.

Figure 45: extreme close-up shots of (a) the teacher’s talking mouth, (b) Hana’s eyes that reflect the mouth

Figure 46: I am signing “lip-reading”.

Another placement is the extreme close-up shot of the teacher’s lips. It indicates lip
reading and not being able to see the whole picture. The extreme close-up shot cuts to the girl’s
eyes reflecting the lips. It informs the audience that deaf children must work hard to read the
lips and fill in blanks like a puzzle; however, they are only able to catch about 30% of what is
being said via lip reading without other aids.25 In most cases, lip reading is a futile attempt to
get information.

25

Altieri, Nicholas A. et al. “Some normative data on lip-reading skills (L).” The Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, vol. 130, 1, 2011
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Figure 47: (a) rough animation shot and (b) final animation shot of Hana’s switching hearing aids on

Figure 48: I am signing “code-switch”.

Another close-up shot, which shows Hana switching her hearing aids on, represents the
ASL sign for “code-switch.” In mainstream society, deaf people adapt to different
communication modes by code-switching between signing, writing, and speaking.26 I applied
this particular manner to the shot and placement, showing Hana’s obligation to “code-switch”
to the classroom environment.

26

Hoffmeister, Robert, and Donald F. Moores. “Code Switching in Deaf Adults.” American Annals of the Deaf, vol.
132, no. 1, March 1987, pp. 31-34.
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Figure 49: animation shot of teacher passing out papers in the classroom

Figure 50: I am signing an ASL expression for “someone passes by”.

Another feedback I received from Peter was to build a stronger emphasis on the
antagonist part. At first, I thought of peers as bullies, but I wanted to avoid the bullying trope
used in many films that center on deaf characters. I integrated the teacher and the interpreter
into another abstract antagonist in the film. The teacher character wears a bright red blazer,
subtly radiating the power of the authority and oppressive environment that undermine deaf
students.
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Figure 51: (a, b) animation shots of Hana breaking the sound waves in the void

Figure 52: I am signing “finish!”.

The sound waves are also another antagonist. Overwhelmed at first, Hana becomes
pent-up and frustrated after dealing with so many sound waves. It is common for deaf children,
including me, to feel this pressurizing emotion. The sound waves gather to entrap her, shaped
by the ASL sign for “trap.” She gestures to break apart the sound waves entrapping her,
influenced by an ASL expression, “Finish!”
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Production:

Figure 53: Fall semester production schedule

Frame-by-frame animation required me to draw more than 5,000 frames for a fourminute animation. The animation process entails animatics, rough keyframes, inking, tie-downs,
and in-between animation. Vanessa and I walked through the breakdown schedule to measure
what I could do within the timeframe. I had to compromise on what I could put on my plate and
commit as much time as I could to complete the clean animation before adding the finishing
touches and effects in AfterEffects.

Animatics
To experiment with each transition and adjust timing, I pieced together an animatic, a
sequence of images from the storyboard. Animatics are helpful for playing out the story and
adding a rough soundtrack. It is important to iterate this process before jumping into rough
animation. I sent rough animatics to classmates to see if they understood the story with it being
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exclusive to the deaf experience, then ironed out animatics several times. I also shared
animatics with several deaf friends for their feedback, which helped.

Figure 54: desktop view of animatics in TVPaint, showing a rough drawing of Hana as a tiny being facing large sound waves

During the animatic stage, one of the challenges was to animate the sound waves and
their interaction with Hana in the void. How does Hana battle with the soundscape? This
experimental scene becomes intense and cryptic.
I went through trials and tribulations in visualizing the obstacles Hana was facing in the
void. Finally, I decided that the sound waves needed to be modified as different shapes to
ambiguously represent the written ideas. The sound waves are a visual concept that builds up
tension in the void scenes. They also symbolize bullies and audism, picking on Hana and
overwhelming her. The sound waves continue to become torrent and robust, refusing to cease,
but they are still futile in conveying any meaning. The scene consisting of sound waves
demonstrates deaf people’s uniform experience: trying to absorb information that only ends up
permeable. It is just tiring and overwhelming.
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I knew sound has movement when I wore my hearing aids and felt the sounds pushing
my eardrums, but my childhood memories were faint. I no longer wore hearing aids after
receiving a cochlear implant in middle school, and it made hearing aids disorienting. When I
was working on my thesis proposal, I received an opportunity to wear hearing aids on my right
ear for a research project at NTID, so again, the timing was interesting. I roughly animated my
sound perception from that experience.
I gathered some ideas from speech therapy sessions, in which I had to watch a software
program churn out audio waveforms whenever I spoke into the microphone. Visual audio
waveforms in video editing software programs have been guiding me with adding and editing
soundtracks for various films, so these gave me some initial ideas of how to visualize sound.
Experimenting with sounds on the Music Chrome Lab website helped me envision how
animated waveforms work.

Figure 55: (a, b) Chrome Music Lab Spectrogram screenshots of recorded sounds

Then I started to develop loose keyframes from animatics, adjusting the timing of each
scene. I got feedback from classmates that the movements were jarring and fast. I returned to
revising the timing of the animatic, but I decided to keep the movements jarring to an extent.
My objective was to make the audience feel slightly uncomfortable, yet more empathetic.
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Figure 56: (a, b) animatic shots of sound waves entrapping Hana

Figure 57: (a, b) animatic shots of sound waves chasing Hana

Shot List

Figure 58: shot list

Together, Vanessa and I developed a shot list to keep track of the workload I had to
complete.
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Rough Animation Phase
Vanessa told me to draw loosely and not fear making a mess in this process. Since I was
not to focus on small details at this point, loose drawing helped me animate more dynamic
movements, nuances, and fluidity. I asked a deaf undergraduate student, Loam Shin, to do
reference acting for Hana because otherwise, it was just not natural for me to animate Hana
right out of my imagination.

Figure 59: Loam’s twirl. Loam is a young Asian woman with a black ponytail, gray cardigan, white shirt, and dark jeans.

Figure 60: (a) Loam is running, (b) Loam lies down on a couch

Figure 61: (a) Loam, crouching, draws on paper at ground level, (b) Loam stands on a stairway landing
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Loam contributed nuanced movements, expressions, and idiosyncrasies to Hana’s personality,
including a twirl dance in the beginning.
My thesis committee encouraged me to play more with the XYZ space in the void
scenes. I created a rough animation of Hana falling into the void. Because I did rough animation
tests, this is one of my most successful animated works.

Figure 62: (a, b) rough shots of Hana falling into the halos in the void

Figure 63: (a, b) final animation shots of Hana falling into the large halos in the void

Tie Down Phase
I cleaned up rough keyframes from rough animation and made sure they were locked in
before adding in-betweens. It is important to make sure that the tie-down shots are established
because adding clean in-betweens is extremely time-consuming. Every keyframe has to be
clean and inked, then in-betweens can follow. If the keyframes are not set or if the volume is
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not stable, the in-betweens would be affected. I had to reiterate several times after learning
from mistakes in this process, and it impeded my process.
In February of 2022, I took a week-long break from production after finding out about
my childhood acquaintance’s murder, which significantly impacted my productivity. After
seeing a therapist, I finally returned to working on the film. It became much more timecrunching. During the review, my thesis committee members saw my progress and advised that
I get student assistants onboard to help me finish the coloring and inking work.
I found two student assistants from NTID with the help of several NTID faculty and staff
after I e-mailed them. One of them, Jillian Smith-Stelzer, worked the most hours to fulfill her
required co-op hours, while another assistant, Meagan Molnar, wanted to learn the animation
process. I got advice from my friend and alumna of our MFA program, Angelica Agelviz, on how
to organize guidelines for the student assistants. She suggested using Google Documents to
create a handbook and a shot list for the assistants.
I obtained experience in project management and production pipeline from working at
the NTID Motion Lab, where I managed a large project for five student assistants. Applying my
experience, I set up Google Drive with folders and tutorials for the assistants to follow. Google
Drive is a user-friendly tool for teamwork. In the NTID Motion Lab, I assigned my student
assistants to create tutorials to teach each other and to collaborate, which was beneficial.
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Using Google Slides and Documents, I created tutorials and guidelines for my student
assistants.

Figure 64: tutorial screenshot

I also set a protocol for the student assistants to add updated version numbers to their
file names so that they did not get overwritten. This is an easy mistake to make if this version
numbering protocol is not set in place.
Jillian picked up on coloring quickly, so all coloring tasks were allotted to her. I provided
color scripts for her to follow:

Figure 65: tutorial screenshot for coloring in TVPaint
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Post-Production
In March, time was running out and I still had a long shot list to complete. Vanessa
reminded me that the time was running out. I wrestled with the idea of whether to do clean
sound waves in TVPaint or AfterEffects. Jillian already had created large sound halo rings for
Hana’s falling scene, but I was not able to provide her in-depth training on other sound waves
due to the time crunch. I decided to animate the rest of the sound waves in TVPaint in order to
let Jillian focus on coloring and special effects. I also had to send a picture lock animation with
final timing to Michael McMillan, the composer, and to Katie Cobos, the sound mix designer, to
finalize the soundtrack.

Transition to AfterEffects
To save time and make work convenient, scenes were rendered in AfterEffects. I created
12 frames of each creature that is floating around Hana, and I set a loop and a motion line for
each of them. There were several panning scenes, including Hana’s looking at the kids inside
the mouth. I masked the kids’ videos within the mouth shape and set a motion line to track the
mouth.
The butterfly animation was entirely done in AfterEffects instead of TVPaint. I already
animated the butterfly in the rough animation phase, but time was running out. I found an
open-source 3D rendered video27 that shows different angles of the rotating butterfly’s flapping
wings, and I traced clean movements over its footage in TVPaint.

27

https://mrdavids1.gumroad.com/l/gxThn
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Figure 66: open-source 3D butterfly animation on Gumroad

I drew 12 frames of four different angles, then sent the image files to Jillian. She
followed the rough animation video as a reference to animate the butterfly in AfterEffects.

Figure 67: (a, b) animating butterfly’s flapping wings over footage

I assigned Jillian to animate hands going up and random shapes in Hana’s world.

Figure 68: tutorial screenshot for hands in the visual realm
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Figure 69: tutorial screenshot for shapes in the aural realm

Pete encouraged me to build up a meaningful conclusion in the film, with Hana feeling
empowered by her drawings and having a sense of authorship. In the ending, the butterfly
beckons Hana to conjure what potential she had all along and creates a beautiful trail in the
end. To save time, the trail was entirely animated in AfterEffects with Photoshop files. Meagan
illustrated various flowers and plants. I instructed her to create several frames of the growth of
the flowers.

Figure 70: three frames of a coral flower’s growth
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Lastly, I compiled the whole film in Premiere.
Progression of the animation stages:
Rough Animation

Figure 71: (a, b) rough shots of Hana looking at her classmates

Clean keyframes

Figure 72: (a, b) clean keyframe shots of Hana looking at a panning mouth

Final composition in AfterEffects

Figure 73: (a, b) rendered shots of Hana looking at her classmates in a panning mouth
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Sound
The soundscape, which portrays a deaf child’s perception with hearing aids, was unique
and new. I had many conversations going forth and back with the composer, Michael McMillan,
on fusing music with the soundscape. It required many experimental trials for us. Several
audiologists shared useful resources with me that I sent to Michael:
Phonak’s Hearing Loss Simulation28

Figure 74: website screenshot

Starkey’s Hearing Loss Simulator29

Figure 75: website screenshot

28

https://www.phonak.com/us/en/hearing-loss/signs-of-hearing-loss-and-what-to-do/hearing-losssimulation.html
29 https://www.starkey.com/hearing-loss-simulator
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Michael added low pass and various filters to the music in the scenes where Hana has
her hearing aids switched on. I asked my classmates to listen to the sound pass. One of them
said, “It sounds like if we had class near a pool and I went underwater while everyone was
talking. It’s muffled and distorted…You can’t make out what they are trying to say.” That
feedback was exactly what I wanted to attain.
Mari Jaye suggested that I explore the possibility of surround sound and utilize it for the
thesis screening. I wanted to create a haptic experience caused by the surround sound, by
which the deaf audience would gain a sense of the soundscape by feeling it. I recalled that a
deaf friend turned up the volume while watching my 30-second animation, My Grandfather’s
Letter30, and he felt the vibrations on his laptop. He exclaimed that he was able to feel nuances
and beats following each transition. That feedback intrigued me, and I realized sound should
not be limited to just the ears. I wanted the surround sound to create rumbles and vibrations of
sound waves from the void scenes.
I met with Dave Sluberski, the sound design professor, for his consultation on creating
haptics with surround sound and he was supportive of the idea. He said that “this project has so
much potential with 7.1…I see this as a very cool challenge.”
Vanessa connected me with Katie Cobos, an animation student who was learning sound
design and mixing in Dave’s Advanced Sound Recording course. She got onboard to support the
new endeavor with Dave’s guidance. I sent her my 30-second animation and asked her to focus
on feeling the vibrations caused by the soundtrack. I instructed her to “plug in earplugs or
something like that, turn on a laptop or speakers, and feel the vibrations. You’ll notice the

30

https://vimeo.com/414159729
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vibrations hit the visuals and movements. That’s what my deaf friends liked.” I explained that I
would like to emphasize the vibrations of the surround sound so that deaf viewers can
experience them.
Katie understood my objectives, and while I chimed in with some haptic ideas, I let her
have creative freedom in experimenting with the soundtrack and haptics in the sound mix
room. She built the sound ambiance with sound effects from the sound libraries that RIT has
licensed, and she customized the sounds in the sound mix room. Michael, Katie, and I often
went forth and back on SyncSketch with soundtrack files.
We made some interesting discoveries during the process. When it comes to the sound
rumbles, the size of a room makes a difference. Sound rumbles diminish while traveling in
physical space. We could feel the rumbles throughout our bodies when we tested the surround
sound in the 40-seat sound mix room. Leaving the room, I still felt the faint trace of the
rumbling sensation. During the Quality Control session, the rumbles were less powerful in
Wegmans Theater with 180 seats when we sat in the middle section. So, I had to ask deaf
attendees to sit near the walls during the screening.
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Evaluation
My animation skills, admittedly, were quite limited in the beginning. The pandemic,
which began during my second semester in the MFA program, was detrimental to my learning
experience. There were many obstacles that I had to overcome, and I wished I had more time
to iron out the film. Storyboarding and animatics are important parts of the storytelling
process, and I had to adjust them frequently to make sure the story was solidified. To align
smoothly with the animation, background designs took much more time than I expected. Deep
down, I am a tactile person who loves mixed media, but I could not squeeze time in for the
traditional paintings that I was hoping to do.
As a perfectionist, I caught many glitches in the animation. I learned that creating the
tie-down shots and clean keyframes are crucial before adding in-betweens. I made errors while
doing these. I wanted to fix them, but time had already run out. I need to accept that
imperfections can be beautiful. I allowed myself to make a mess during rough animation, which
brought out more dynamic movements.
Time management is the key to success, and I had to master it quickly. I had to sacrifice
time and consider my priorities. I could have balanced my plate better and been more
dedicated to the film during the fall semester. I crammed in the spring as I was facing the
timeline, deadlines, and a long shot list. Weekly meetings with Vanessa and review sessions
with my thesis committee helped me check on my progress.
Time management is also important for the soundtrack. The film needs to be in the
picture lock stage in order for the composer to create a complete soundtrack. I am thrilled to
have discovered the haptic experiment with surround sound, and I plan to experiment more
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with haptic experience for future animation projects. Overall, I created an animation that I
never thought was possible.

Thesis Screening:
The thesis screening took place at Wegmans Theater on May 1, 2022. It was emotional
because in-person screenings had returned for the first time after two years of the pandemic. It
was nice to reunite with most of my classmates in person after we were suddenly moved apart
in March of 2020. I wished the screening would also have been live streamed not only for a
remote audience, but also for recording the comments from the audience. SOFA decided
against live streaming due to technical issues that had popped up in previous screenings.
We had to wear masks in the theater, which was bumming because deaf people express
a full language with facial expressions. I asked deaf attendees to sit near the walls so they could
feel the rumbles caused by the surround sound. I did not tell them the reason beforehand. I
wanted to see if they felt it without expecting to. After my film was screened, they exclaimed
they felt the increasing sequence of three rumbles during the scene of Hana’s cranking up her
hearing aids in the void.
Most of the comments were positive, and I received praise from the SOFA faculty for my
improved animation skills and craftsmanship. I saw that my film triggered many emotional
reactions from not only the deaf audience, but also from the hearing audience, so the story is
universal and relatable on many levels. Even though my film’s purpose was to educate hearing
viewers about what it is like to be a deaf child in an aural environment, I still valued the deaf
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community’s reception. Deaf students and faculty members exclaimed that the film precisely
conveyed their childhood experiences.
The movie rang a lot of bells for me!
-

NTID faculty member

It gave me goosebumps because I had the exact same experience in elementary school.
-

Deaf student

It was clear Deaf and Hearing people responded positively to your work and your
classmates and professors hold you, your skills and your commitment to Deaf culture in high
regards. I confess my eyes got watery with joy for you while watching your film and you up on
stage. Take a big bow Ms. Lee - you’ve come a long way and your hard work and dedication
have paid off. Blessed to know you and your creations. I hope your film will become a classic
staple in Deaf studies courses as it packs so much Deaf identity formation information and
motifs and themes into a compact and artistic package.
- Patti Durr, former professor of Creative and Cultural Studies at RIT/NTID

I showed the film at the Deaf Artists Residency’s Reunion in Minnesota. We went into
hours-long discussions about what we faced as deaf adults. It resonated with all deaf and hardof-hearing people who watched the film.

I thought this was an interesting (and welcomed) contrast to the well-known graphic
novel and now TV show, “El Deafo.” A large, body-worn hearing aid is at the center of both.
Cece Bell (writer/ artist of “El Deafo”) embraces the oralist path, feeling like she has super-
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hearing, and actively spurning ASL. Youmee’s protagonist, however, powerfully shows the
frustrations of the oral path when the body-worn hearing aid provides much less useful
information than in Cece’s situation.
Further, “Rite of Identity” shows the beauty that can be found in the non-oralist path. It’s
not explicitly a signing path, although that’s implied - but a path where one is not just trying to
be hearing, but instead embracing a fully accessible, vision-based environment. Eyes instead of
mouths. Freedom and color vs. constriction and black and white.
The film is a visceral, emotional representation of one facet of the deaf experience. Beautifully
done.
-

Jenna Beacom, deaf media critic

The use of transitions, some of which shouldn’t work going from the literal to the
metaphysical, and back again, is brilliant; breath-taking, even. While it doesn’t touch on the
issue of family (which would’ve made the main character less than an “every person” due to the
simple fact that a family can truly have a major impact on a deaf person’s view of themselves),
the short film does capture the sense of isolation and wanting to be part of the hearing world at
school very, very, very well. I think that if each deaf child saw this short film while still in school,
it would’ve saved such children from so much emotional damage with the powerful knowledge
of knowing inside their bones that they are indeed not alone even though they may not be in
touch with other deaf people (yet). It’s incredibly dense in a great way; in other words, it will
stand up to repeated viewings very well. Heck, I’d love to see it again!
-

Raymond Luczak, deaf writer
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Film Festivals
My film has been selected for two film festivals so far. I am hesitant about submitting
the film to festivals that required entry fees. I hosted the Deaf Rochester Film Festival, and we
never charged for film submissions. My committee members, who taught me so much, believed
in providing support to artists and filmmakers.
At the Squeaky Wheel’s 19th Animation Fest at the Burchfield Penney Art Center, in
Buffalo, NY, mine was one of the eleven films screened. I attended the Q&A panel at the end of
the hour-long festival. The audience with no knowledge of Deaf culture and ASL said they still
understood the film. They commented that the pressure of society, which shows through the
character’s wearing hearing aid, came across clearly to them. They were curious and asked
some questions about Deaf culture and communication, including my experience with wearing
hearing aids. I am pleased that my story was delivered to the hearing audience.
The film was selected for the Rocky Mountain Deaf Film Festival in November of 2022,
and it won the Best Experimental Film Award.
I hope to see my film screened at more film festivals and cultural events.
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Conclusion
I did not expect to win an award and receive an invitation to a Q&A panel at a festival,
so I see my film has carried a strong and clear message as a result. Looking back, I didn’t realize
how much I was visually expressing my intersectional experience of being a deaf Asian
American woman. I find animation to be a culturally empowering tool. I believe that I still have
more stories to tell, embodying my deaf experience in a visual manner. So, this thesis film will
certainly not be my last film.
I cannot believe how many ideas I manifested from my first semester in the MFA
program when I reviewed my old sketches. The education I gained from the MFA Animation
program immensely contributed to the film. I have strengthened my storytelling skills, which is
an invaluable benefit. I will utilize the animation techniques and skills I learned from this
program with various mediums.
I am very excited about future projects, such as a graphic novel based on this film, to
introduce more signing deaf characters. There are still many deaf stories that need to be told by
deaf artists and filmmakers. Stories reaffirm who we are, and we need to be active in creating
and preserving them for future generations. Authentic representation matters.
Now, it is time for me to return to my drawing board and work on the next project!
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Appendix A: Original Proposal
TITLE:
Doodles
DIRECTOR:
Youmee Lee
KIND OF FILM (technique and style) (approximate length):
2D Animation, traditional with watercolor and monoprint, 4 minutes
LOGLINE:
The new girl in town has extraordinary creative skills but is underestimated by her school
because she communicates differently.
THESIS STATEMENT:
Marginalized children have the potential to thrive, when they are provided with right
perspectives, tools, and encouragement.
RATIONALE:
One of my biggest motivations for creating this work is to address the inequality that Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) children and children with disabilities face every day in
the school environment. It’s a basic human right for all children to be in places where they can
thrive. My thesis portrays a semi-autobiographical animated narrative based on my real-life
experience growing up as an underestimated deaf child. The film direction is partially inspired
by Minari, a film about a Korean American family adjusting to a new life in Arkansas, and El
Deafo, a graphic novel about a deaf child growing up with body-worn hearing aids. Children
with disabilities, especially BIPOC, are greatly underestimated and overlooked. They have to
find ways to overcome the low expectations and standards that society bestows on them. They
need to develop the skills to empower themselves, or else they would end up becoming what
was expected of them. The film also addresses prejudice that we face as Asian Americans.
There has been a significant increase of violence against Asian Americans during the pandemic,
and I cannot ignore this societal issue. I had faced racism and audism growing up as a deaf
Korean American in a predominantly white town. I struggled with my intersectional identity,
and it took a toll on my mental health and self-esteem. I felt despondent about my existence,
thinking of myself as a burden on everybody around me. When I acknowledged that it was not
true and began to accept myself unconditionally, it changed my whole perception and my sense
of self-worth, abilities, and relationships. Changing one’s mindset makes a difference.
This film is my expression of gratitude to my immigrant family, who worked hard to raise me
despite all the challenges, prejudices, and frustrations we faced. I wouldn’t be where I am today
if it were not for them. I hope this film will inspire the viewers to shift their perspective on
BIPOC children with disabilities, and to understand that everybody has potential and abilities to
thrive.
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TREATMENT:
(Long version)
Inside their sunny, bright townhouse, a girl named Hana doodles all over the white walls. There
are moving boxes everywhere. Her mom approaches and freaks out when she sees that the
walls have been ruined. The mom sighs. She goes upstairs and returns downstairs with a
sketchbook and colored pencil set as a birthday gift. She hands the gift to Hana. She makes her
promise not to draw on walls anymore. Hana washes the walls until they are white again.
The family drives through the countryside in a van packed with moving items. Hana sits inside
the van with her head leaning on a windowsill. She is feeling anxious about the new town. Her
parents are chatting, but she has no idea what they are talking about. Her brother sits quietly,
reading a comic book (or playing Game Boy). Arriving at their new house, it’s not what Hana
imagined. It’s just…an ugly small house. She looks disappointed. Her mom encourages her to
make the best of it, and her dad smiles. But it’s not where she wants to be. She takes a look at
her new bedroom, and it’s so dreary! What choice does she have? She starts decorating her
room with her artwork.
(Short version)
Arriving at a new house, it’s not what Hana imagined. It’s just…an ugly small house. Her family
is moving boxes into it. Inside, she takes a look at her bedroom, and it’s so dreary! What choice
does she have? She starts decorating her room with her artwork.
In the morning, Hana gets ready for her new school. She brings her sketchbook and colored
pencils with her to the car. She cannot go without them or else she would doodle all over her
textbooks. She is introduced as the new student in her classroom by her teacher and
interpreter. Kids turn their heads to look at her, the only Asian and deaf student in the school.
She feels like she’s being watched by spectators with curiosity and…perhaps disgust and
prejudice. She withdraws from her peers. She starts drawing in her sketchbook after being
bored with the teacher’s lecture. She falls deeply into her visual imagination, which becomes
alive with colors.
The teacher and interpreter always underestimate Hana. The interpreter thinks she’s not
paying attention so she takes her sketchbook and throws it into the trash. The beautiful
imagination suddenly vanishes. The teacher says nothing. Hana is taken aback and feels
disempowered. She becomes depressed and lonely. She loses motivation in her schoolwork,
and dark clouds approach her. Her classmates avoid her out of fear. She’s an alien to them. She
has a hard time finding friends. One of the classmates, however, seems to want to
communicate with her, but Hana resists.
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At recess time, Hana sits alone at the playground where kids gather and play. She watches the
kids talk. She wonders what they are talking about and wishes her pager (she calls it her magical
pager, but it’s really body-worn hearing aids that don’t do anything) would translate what they
were saying. She starts to imagine what they are saying but she only sees mouths and static
noise coming toward her. She starts drawing on the sandbox and the characters come to life.
They use different languages. One of them starts signing, and Hana recognizes her language.
The signing character tells her, “Start signing!” Hana starts mimicking her signs. Then a few kids
begin to come toward her drawings. They are interested in what Hana has to share. She starts
signing, and they look and see what she means by drawing and signing at the same time. They
copy her. They want to see more of her drawings, so they lend her their notebooks and pencils.
She draws more and more! She feels motivated to invest in her new friends who are excited
and motivated to hang out with her.

SCHEDULE:

Figure 76: production schedule
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BUDGET:

Figure 77: budget spreadsheet

REFERENCES:

Figure 78: Genius Loci

Figure 79: Sheep, Wolf, and a Cup of Tea
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Figure 80: The Family Dog by Susan Dupor, a Deaf artist

Figure 81: El Deafo

(Same as Figure 10)

(Same as Figure 1)

Figure 82: Drawings for my Grandchildren (Instagram)

Figure 83: Cwch Deilen

Figure 84: Wonderstruck

Figure 85: Persepolis
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Figure 86: Bach-Hong

Figure 87: The New York Times article

My work samples:

Figure 88: digital drawings of a similar girl character

Figure 89: my character’s beauty shot

Figure 90: character turnaround sheet
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Appendix B: Production Stills

Fig 91: Opening title “Rite of Identity” & an outline of hearing aids

Figure 92: Hana & Dokebi smile at each other

Figure 93: Hana dances with Dokebi and creatures

Figure 94: Same as Figure 6a

Figure 95: clean animation shot of Figure 57a

Figure 96: Hana runs as large sound waves chase her in the void

Figure 97: Hana looks at a butterfly flying

Figure 98: Hana lies down on the grass with a butterfly perching on
her finger
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Credits

Figure 99: “Film by Youmee Lee”

Figure 100: “Advisor, Vanessa Sweet”

Figure 101: “Thesis Committee, Mari Jaye Blanchard, Peter
Murphey”

Figure 102: “Composer, Michael McMillan, Sound Designer,
Katie Cobos, Additional Sounds from Soundsnap”

Figure 103: “Coloring & Special Effects, Jillian Smith-Stelzer,
Illustration Assistance, Meagan Molnar”
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Figure 104: “Reference Actor, Loam Shin”

Figure 105: “Special thanks to my family, classmates, and
friends”

Figure 106: “Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the MFA degree in the School of Film and Animation,
Rochester Institute of Technology”

Copyright © 2022 Youmee Lee
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Image Descriptions
Note: Each caption is linked back to each figure.
Figure 1: Cece’s “Phonic Ear” __________________________________________________________________ 12
A comic illustration showing a rabbit-like character wearing large body-worn hearing aids of a color similar to her
light beige skin tone. The character has short brown hair, a pink nose, a white tank top, and a red flower patterned
light blue underwear. The top title on a yellow box says, "The Phoenix Ear is enormous! It is heavy! And I am totally
keeping it hidden!"
Figure 2: wall display case consisting of hearing aid devices _________________________________________ 14
A photo showing a glass display case on a beige wall. There are old hearing aids, boxes, headphones, and cochlear
implants. The devices have various colors, including black, tan, gray, gold, and silver. There are a few black-andwhite and sepia photos.
Figure 3: gray model of hearing aids with an FM system ____________________________________________ 15
Photo of two gray device boxes with white and black cords connected to tan plastic case hooks for behind the ears.
Behind them, there is a white label, "Early Personal Amplification System".
Figure 4: (a, b) childhood photos of me wearing hearing aids ________________________________________ 15
(4a) I am a little child wearing an oversized light gray t-shirt with gray body-worn hearing aids and darker gray
harnesses over it. My profile is shown with short black hair and bangs. I am looking up at someone behind me with
a black polka dotted white sleeveless blouse, but her face is not shown. (4b) photo shows only my body-worn
hearing aids over my black shirt, hidden by my pink jacket.
Figure 5: (a, b) rough animation shots of the hearing aids ___________________________________________ 16
Rough animation consists of simple rough pencil-like sketches on blank white background without colors and small
details like facial features. (5a) wide shot shows the hearing aids floating and coming to Hana, her whole body
shown, as she is standing with her arms wide open. (5b) second shot is a medium shot showing the floating
earmolds about to insert themselves into Hana's ears.
Figure 6: (a, b) final animation shots of the hearing aids ____________________________________________ 16
Final animation of the same shots above is fully colored with clean lines, facial features, and a simple gray-blue
background. Hana has short dark brown hair and wears a light baby blue shirt, blue pants, and magenta Mary Jane
shoes. She is frowning. The hearing aids' device box is simple and gray with dark harnesses (a loop for the neck and
straps around the chest) and gray cords attached to gray earmolds.
Figure 7: (a) book cover of Dokebi Bride, vol. 1, (b) illustration of a dokebi wrestling a man________________ 17
(7a) a manga-looking lady wears a traditional Korean costume and hat. The brown hat covering most of her brown
braids is patterned with white crane birds and has a yellow ribbon. The top part of her costume is red. The bottom
part of her costume looks like a navy blue skirt decorated with colorful flowers at the bottom. There are butterflies
floating around her skirt. The soft lime background has light green swirls and shapes. (7b) a black-and-white
illustration of two cartoonish male characters. The dokebi on the left is hairy with black hair, thick brows, a dark
stubby nose, and a beard. He has white pants covering most of his hairy legs. He is holding a man with a white
bandana and white clothes as he tries to wrestle him.
Figure 8: (a, b, c) my watercolor paintings of Dokebi for Pre-Production course _________________________ 18
(8a) a large white outline of Dokebi with fangs and horns is towering over a little girl on a hill. (8b) a teen girl walks
through the woods and Dokebi is partially hidden in the bushes, watching her. In the back, there is a tree with a
face. (8c) Dokebi, standing on a hilltop, watches a city at night.
Figure 9: final character design of Dokebi ________________________________________________________ 18
Full illustration of light brown Dokebi, shaped like a rounded rectangle with stubby arms and legs. He has long
rabbit-like ears with 5 leaves as fingers each. He is smiling with two fangs. He is standing on Hana's brown desk,
and behind it, there are 3 drawings on the wall. The drawings are toylike imaginary creatures: teal-and-coral twins
with cat ears, a coral dog-fox creature, and a Pegasus. On the desk, there is an alarm clock and a red cup of pencils
and brushes.
Figure 10: “Family Dog” by Susan Dupor _________________________________________________________ 20
In the traditional painting, a girl lies down on a dark tan carpet with her tongue out, panting like a dog. Her hands
are curled, like a dog's paws. She is wearing purple dress and light-colored tights. Behind her are a yellow coffee
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table and adults sitting on the couch on a brown background. The women are wearing blue dresses. One has a
pearl necklace. The men are wearing suits and sweaters. Their blue faces are blurred with static lines and vague
facial features.
Figure 11: animation shot of Hana in a classroom __________________________________________________ 20
Hana is centered in the blue, gray-toned classroom and sitting at the front desk, one of the six desks. She is
frowning and wearing her hearing aids. There are girl and boy classmates behind her and on both of her sides, but
they are transparent with blue outlines.
Figure 12: (a) digital drawings of butterflies, (b) sketch of a girl seeing a butterfly________________________ 21
(12a) light purple, pink, purple, blue, teal, and green outlines of butterflies on a black background. The light purple
butterfly has gears on its wings. The pink butterfly has eyes on its wings. Others have regular patterns. (12b) light
blue pencil sketch of a young short haired girl watching a butterfly. The butterfly's wings are drawn red and is
encircled by a red line to show its glow.
Figure 13: (a) watercolor sketch of girl seeing a glowing butterfly, (b) watercolor sketch of a butterfly life cycle 22
(13a) A girl with her hand on her cheek watches a light yellow butterfly. (13b) Three stages: a cocoon with a face is
hanging below a branch; next to it a butterfly with a face and eyes on its wings is taking off; on the right, the
butterfly is flying.
Figure 14: animation shot of Hana’s butterfly with eyes ____________________________________________ 22
Full colored shot of a butterfly with dark red outlines on a pastel teal and gold gradient background. Its coral red
forewings have eyes while the hindwings are light tan and gold. The head and thorax are gold.
Figure 15: black and white birch forest wall mural _________________________________________________ 23
Figure 16: “Nightwatch” painting by Susan Dupor _________________________________________________ 23
Painting of a brown-haired white woman in a nightgown with her hands on a large tree, which has eyes. It seems
like she is hiding while kneeling by the tree, and she is watching or anticipating something that is not pictured
clearly. The sky is dark blue. There are green leaves, tree branches, and several trees behind the central tree.
Behind them there is a blue lake and gray hills.
Figure 17: (a) sketch of a girl and a bubble enclosing mouths, (b) digital drawing of the same girl next to a trio of
mouths _______________________________________________________________________________ 24
(17a) A simple blue pencil sketch with mouths filled with red pencil. The short haired girl is looking to the left.
(17b) A digital drawing of the same girl with dark blue hair and tan skin. 3 open mouths, each showing white teeth
and red tongue.
Figure 18: animation shot of Hana facing two realms _______________________________________________ 26
A tree, half colored and half white outlined, is placed in the center with a hand as its branch. Hana (back view) is
standing at a path that is diverging into two paths: the left path going to the left side of the tree and the right path
going to the right side of the tree. On the left side of the tree, where the left path goes, is a blue sky with hands
floating within a vessel behind a small green hill. A butterfly is flying there. There is another tree on the extreme
left with hands as branches. There are light drawings of eyes and lines on their bark. On the right side of the tree,
where the right path goes, the sky is black with white outlines of circles, squares, and triangles floating. The branch
and hills are also white outlines.
Figure 19: (a) etching print of a forest, (b) etching print of a girl with two vessels ________________________ 27
(19a) A black-and-white wood scenery with a path, where a small fox is running. In the center, a tree has many
branches and a lamppost. On the left, a black vessel emerges from a small house on the ground. In the vessel, a
sun with a face, speckles of stars, and below, a hand with an eye on its palm. On the right of the vessel, the
background is white with black lines of clouds, a crescent moon, and a hand with an eye on its palm. (19b) A blue
drawing of a short haired girl standing on the left with a floral outfit. Three birds are flying through the vessel
behind the girl. Hands with eye palms, eyes, and butterflies hovering. A tiger on the girl's left is surrounded by
plants and flowers. On the right, a vessel comes upside down out of an ajar door. A girl's face profile of the same
size is partially hidden behind the door, which is like her ear.
Figure 20: drawing of a boy holding a butterfly with a vessel emerging from it __________________________ 27
A blue-sky background has a yellow sun with rays, and the boy is sitting on a hill with a butterfly on his finger. A
blue vessel is coming out of its wings with white stars and speckles.
Figure 21: shot of Song of the Sea ______________________________________________________________ 28
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A wide shot of a scene, where a little girl in a white hooded dress that covers her round head with dark hair is
walking down a long stairway between various dark textured round hills. There are light glows hovering over the
stairway.
Figure 22: sketch of Hana in a black void _________________________________________________________ 29
A girl in the center bottom is on a black watercolor background. White outlines of hands, eyes, and sound waves
(circular lines) are floating around her. An open mouth with teeth is right above her.
Figure 23: Genius Loci poster __________________________________________________________________ 30
Strong watercolor style. A girl with a dark complexion floats upside down. Behind her are different colorful shapes,
triangles, squares, stars, circles, buildings, and dots. Light red, green, orange, and yellow colors on a dark blue
background above and white background below. There are yellow letters "GENIUS", then "L"(with the girl's face as
"O" ) "CI."
Figure 24: thumbnails of a visual soundscape _____________________________________________________ 31
Black painted thumbnails (4 columns, 4 rows) with white outlines of different waves and shapes. Scribbled note,
"fast", for one of them.
Figure 25: shot of Saoirse looking in the water ____________________________________________________ 31
Saoirse, with her short black hair shown, is at the center, towering over a pond of aqua water, surrounded by
many various yellow, gray, green, and brown rocks and small hills, with light colored seals perched on them.
Figure 26: watercolor sketch of Hana’s vessel trail _________________________________________________ 32
Light blue and green water-like trail diagonally goes through a black background. Light small orange butterflies are
hovering. Red/orange flowers, green leaves, a dragonfly, and blue outlines of flat hands are passing through the
trail.
Figure 27: rough animation shot of Hana drawing her vessel trail _____________________________________ 32
A black-and-white shot of Hana drawing with chalk, which creates the following trail with stars, plants, dots,
circles, and a small dragonfly.
Figure 28: photo of script printout and thumbnail sketches __________________________________________ 34
The script shows only parts of the written scenes (opening scene, transition scene, scene: classroom, abstract
scene). On the left, a drawing of eyes on paper. Another paper has various sketches of a girl sitting on the floor
with hearing aids behind her, hands putting Dokebi drawing on a wall, and a back view of a girl.
Figure 29: part of an original storyboard _________________________________________________________ 35
Shots show Hana walking through a tunnel to an open door, entering the door, and facing a classroom with
students sitting at their desks. She walks to her desk and takes off her backpack. She sits down.
Figure 30: watercolor sketch of Hana’s imaginary creatures _________________________________________ 36
The dancing creatures are a red dokebi, a white horse with blue lines, a frog, a mouse with red shoes, two humanlike creatures with red cone hats, white birds, a red fish, an orange cat leaping, and a tan round creature that looks
like an egg. There are gold stars and squiggly white shapes.
Figure 31: watercolor thumbnails of background designs____________________________________________ 37
Figure 32: animation shots of (a) Dokebi playing with Hana, (b) an alarm clock with hearing aids approaching
Hana _________________________________________________________________________________ 37
(32a) Hana is smiling as Dokebi approaches her on a bright pastel orange background. (32b) Hana frowns and
crowns as the alarm clock brings her hearing aids on a gray background. Dokebi frowns and leaves the scene.
Figure 33: color scripts _______________________________________________________________________ 38
Hana's colors: magenta, black, tan skin tone, light blue, blue
Backgrounds: teal, blue, gold, tan, coral, red, green, gray
Figure 34: early character designs of Hana _______________________________________________________ 39
Digital sketch outline of Hana; full color with Hana wearing entirely gray hearing aids on a green shirt and blue
jeans; Hana has a more rounded face, smaller hearing aids, an orange t-shirt, blue pants, and magenta Mary Jane
shoes. Two outlined poses are developed with side view and 3/4 view.
Figure 35: rendered turnaround sheet of Hana’s ten poses without hearing aids _________________________ 39
Figure 36: white clay model of Hana with a small box and black strings as her hearing aids’ harnesses _______ 40
Figure 37: rendered turnaround sheet of Hana’s ten poses with hearing aids ___________________________ 40
Figure 38: various sketches of Hana’s facial expressions ____________________________________________ 41
Figure 39: final model sheet of standing Dokebi’s poses (front, 3/4, side, back), 2 dance poses, color scheme _ 42
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Figure 40: Wearing a black turtleneck, I am signing an ASL expression similar to “deer” that deaf people use to
make others copy to show they are paying attention. _________________________________________ 42
Figure 41: front view of Dokebi’s 3D model _______________________________________________________ 43
Figure 42: (a) side view, (b) 3/4 pose facing right, (c) 3/4 pose facing left, (d) 3/4 rear view ________________ 43
Figure 43: animation shot of enlarged mouths that classmates have already morphed into ________________ 44
Figure 44: I am signing an ASL expression “mouths chattering” above my head. _________________________ 44
Figure 45: extreme close-up shots of (a) the teacher’s talking mouth, (b) Hana’s eyes that reflect the mouth _ 45
Figure 46: I am signing “lip-reading”. ____________________________________________________________ 45
Figure 47: (a) rough animation shot and (b) final animation shot of Hana’s switching hearing aids on ________ 46
Figure 48: I am signing “code-switch”. ___________________________________________________________ 46
Figure 49: animation shot of teacher passing out papers in the classroom ______________________________ 47
Figure 50: I am signing an ASL expression for “someone passes by”. ___________________________________ 47
Figure 51: (a, b) animation shots of Hana breaking the sound waves in the void _________________________ 48
Figure 52: I am signing “finish!”. ________________________________________________________________ 48
Figure 53: Fall semester production schedule _____________________________________________________ 49
Columns: Date, Week, Goals, Due Date, Other Commitments
Goals: (Week 3) revised script, thumbnails of storyboard. (Week 4) 1/2 of storyboard, final Hana character designs,
contact composer. (Week 5) Full storyboards, sign contract w/ composer. (Week 6) Finish half of rough animatics,
3 concept artworks, send storyboards to composer, get sound track in. (Week 7) rough animatics, Hana's
turnaround, concept art. (Week 8) revise animatics based on committee's feedback, concept art, play with brushes
in TVPaint. (Week 9) final animatics with soundtrack, finalize visual direction & sketchbook. (Week 10) rough
keyframes (30 sec of film), backgrounds. (Week 11) rough keyframes (1 min of the film), backgrounds. (Week 12)
rough keyframes (2 min of the film), background 4, 5. (Week 13) rough keyframes (3 min). (Week 14) rough
keyframes (4 minutes). (Week 15) make final revisions to rough keyframes.
WINTER BREAK: to finish INB, finish creature designs, finalize color scheme.
Figure 54: desktop view of animatics in TVPaint, showing a rough drawing of Hana as a tiny being facing large
sound waves___________________________________________________________________________ 50
Figure 55: (a, b) Chrome Music Lab Spectrogram screenshots of recorded sounds ________________________ 51
The screenshots show 3D waves with blue, green, orange, and red colors.
Figure 56: (a, b) animatic shots of sound waves entrapping Hana _____________________________________ 52
Hana is small in the center with sound waves that are going after her.
Figure 57: (a, b) animatic shots of sound waves chasing Hana ________________________________________ 52
Hana is looking at many small sound waves that hover above her. In the second shot, she is facing large sound
waves that act like a mountain.
Figure 58: shot list ___________________________________________________________________________ 52
Columns: Scene, Timestamp, Frame length, Complexity, Rough KFs (Keyframes), INBs, Software, Animation (Clean),
Coloring, AE Compositing, BG #, BG Digital. Many rows (26 are shown).
Figure 59: Loam’s twirl. Loam is a young Asian woman with a black ponytail, gray cardigan, white shirt, and dark
jeans. ________________________________________________________________________________ 53
Figure 60: (a) Loam is running, (b) Loam lies down on a couch ________________________________________ 53
Figure 61: (a) Loam, crouching, draws on paper at ground level, (b) Loam stands on a stairway landing ______ 53
Figure 62: (a, b) rough shots of Hana falling into the halos in the void _________________________________ 54
Figure 63: (a, b) final animation shots of Hana falling into the large halos in the void _____________________ 54
Figure 64: tutorial screenshot __________________________________________________________________ 56
Box text, "I have already added COLO & TEXTURE Layer for each animation, but showing you in case…" pink circles
on "Colo & Texture Layer" and an icon. Below them is Timeline.
Figure 65: tutorial screenshot for coloring in TVPaint _______________________________________________ 56
Color scripts of Hana, Dokebi, and Alarm clock. Text, "< color-scripts layer is in file ready for coloring". A pink circle
on "color-scripts" layer next to Timeline.
Figure 66: open-source 3D butterfly animation on Gumroad _________________________________________ 58
There are two glowing blue butterflies on a dark background. Text, "10 Animated Butterflies" "DIFFUSE, NORMAL
AND OPACITY MAPS INCLUDED"
Figure 67: (a, b) animating butterfly’s flapping wings over footage ____________________________________ 58
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Figure 68: tutorial screenshot for hands in the visual realm __________________________________________ 58
"1. Hands moving upwards"
A red arrow going upwards on the visual realm's sky with hands in the vessel.
"Different hands going upwards. The tunnel layer and hands layers are behind the background.
Figure 69: tutorial screenshot for shapes in the aural realm _________________________________________ 59
"2. Shapes moving in different directions, no clear direction, random paths"
Red arrows going in different paths. "Shapes group with different layers"
Figure 70: three frames of a coral flower’s growth _________________________________________________ 59
Figure 71: (a, b) rough shots of Hana looking at her classmates _______________________________________ 60
(71a) In the black void, Hana looks at a cloud on the right, in which 3 classmates are running with a ball. (7b) Hana
looks at a cloud on the left, in which 2 girls are giggling with their hands.
Figure 72: (a, b) clean keyframe shots of Hana looking at a panning mouth _____________________________ 60
Same shots as above, but the mouths are empty with clean white lips.
Figure 73: (a, b) rendered shots of Hana looking at her classmates in a panning mouth ___________________ 60
Same shots as above with fully colored, but slightly transparent classmates inside the mouths as they are playing
outside (73a) three classmates are a tan boy with dark hair, a white girl with a brown ponytail, and a white blond
boy holding a ball. (73b) the girls (short blonde hair; tan with long black hair) are giggling with their hands hiding
their mouths.
Figure 74: website screenshot _________________________________________________________________ 61
Header: "Speech"
"Dialogue" lists "Normal hearing", "Mild hearing loss", "Severe hearing loss" with a play button for each
"TV speaker" lists "Normal hearing", "Mild hearing loss", "Severe hearing loss" with a play button for each
Figure 75: website screenshot _________________________________________________________________ 61
Large header: "What does hearing loss sound like?"
Second line: "Do you have a loved one who has difficulty hearing? Recreating hearing loss is more complex than
simply plugging your ears."
Secondary header: "Find out what they're experiencing with our Hearing Loss Simulator." Bullet list: - Choose a
situation; - Select the hearing loss level you want to hear; -Click Play; - Set your computer volume to 50% for the
best experience. A button on the bottom: "Start"
Figure 76: production schedule_________________________________________________________________ 72
Fall, Winter Break, Spring; Columns: Months
Finalize script (Aug - Sept); Storyboarding (Sept - Oct); Character Designs (Sept - Nov); Animatics (Sept - Nov);
Environment (Background Design) (Sept - Jan); Animation production (Nov - Apr): Rough Keyframes (Nov - Jan),
Inbetweens & Inking (Jan - Mar), Coloring (Feb-Apr); Compositing (Feb - Apr); Effects & Textures (Feb-Apr); Color
Correction (Feb-Mar); Soundtrack (Oct-Nov / Mar - Apr); Title Design & Credits (Apr); Final touches (Apr); Screening
(May)
Figure 77: budget spreadsheet _________________________________________________________________ 73
Columns: Supplies, Cost, Notes, Actual
Supplies: Art supplies - $300; Adobe Creative - $635.88 - $52.99 / month, 12 months; TVPaint - $0 - In Kind;
Composer - $300; Voice - $300; Sound Effects - $50; Cloud storage - $100; External Hard Drive - $100; Laptop - $0 In Kind; Drawing Table - $0 - In Kind; Publicity - $200; Festival fees $250. Total: $2,236
Figure 78: Genius Loci ________________________________________________________________________ 73
Watercolor style. A black woman wearing a green cloth that covers her hair has stars floating around her brown
eyes. She is holding a book.
Figure 79: Sheep, Wolf, and a Cup of Tea _________________________________________________________ 73
Dark dream-like style. A girl with a wolf hat, a red-striped white shirt, and blue pants, is looking at a red box on a
bed.
Figure 80: The Family Dog by Susan Dupor, a Deaf artist (same as Fig. 10) ______________________________ 74
Figure 81: El Deafo (same as Fig. 1) _____________________________________________________________ 74
Figure 82: Drawings for my Grandchildren (Instagram) _____________________________________________ 74
A book cover, "LOOKING BACK LIFE WAS BEAUTIFUL" with a rainbow at a corner. Watercolor paintings of an elderly
couple watching their grandchildren. One is holding a red balloon. "Grandpa Chan & Grandma Marina" on the
bottom.
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Figure 83: Cwch Deilen _______________________________________________________________________ 74
A round face girl with blue hair, glasses, a white scarf, and a yellow shirt is stacking a large rock. There are cairns
and a redhead girl with a brown dress behind her.
Figure 84: Wonderstruck ______________________________________________________________________ 74
Charcoal-like illustration shows a front view of a girl with wavy blonde hair, sitting and watching inside a movie
theater. There are two boys, one wearing a newsboy cap, sitting near her.
Figure 85: Persepolis _________________________________________________________________________ 74
Book cover of Persepolis, a graphic novel. It shows a large profile picture of the main character. The center shows
her childhood character sitting on a couch with her grandmother and her family with a city behind.
Figure 86: Bach-Hong_________________________________________________________________________ 75
An overhead shot of horse drawings in a sketchbook. Second shot of a young Asian girl in a tropical setting,
observing and drawing in her sketchbook.
Figure 87: The New York Times article ___________________________________________________________ 75
Title: "In a Pandemic Fairy Tale, a Garden Leads to a Magical Friendship" "By Christina Morales December 24,
2020" "A 4-year-old girl coping with the loneliness of the pandemic creates a tiny garden, and kindled an unlikely
friendship with an enchanted neighbor who moved into her tree."
Figure 88: digital drawings of a similar girl character _______________________________________________ 75
Figure 89: my character’s beauty shot ___________________________________________________________ 75
A girl with short black hair is reading a letter. Behind her are gray mountains and a colored sky tinted with blue,
purple, and red. Two red birds are flying. A sun with a face. An eye partially hidden behind a teal crescent moon.
Stars, shapes, another eye.
Figure 90: character turnaround sheet ___________________________________________________________ 75
A short blue haired girl character with a blue blouse, magenta shorts, blue socks, and white shoes.
Fig 91: Opening title “Rite of Identity” & an outline of hearing aids ___________________________________ 76
Figure 92: Hana & Dokebi smile at each other _____________________________________________________ 76
Figure 93: Hana dances with Dokebi and creatures_________________________________________________ 76
Figure 94: Same as Figure 6a ___________________________________________________________________ 76
Figure 95: clean animation shot of Figure 57a _____________________________________________________ 76
Figure 96: Hana runs as large sound waves chase her in the void _____________________________________ 76
Figure 97: Hana looks at a butterfly flying ________________________________________________________ 76
Figure 98: Hana lies down on the grass with a butterfly perching on her finger __________________________ 76
Figure 99: “Film by Youmee Lee” _______________________________________________________________ 77
Figure 100: “Advisor, Vanessa Sweet” ___________________________________________________________ 77
Figure 101: “Thesis Committee, Mari Jaye Blanchard, Peter Murphey”_________________________________ 77
Figure 102: “Composer, Michael McMillan, Sound Designer, Katie Cobos, Additional Sounds from Soundsnap” 77
Figure 103: “Coloring & Special Effects, Jillian Smith-Stelzer, Illustration Assistance, Meagan Molnar” _______ 77
Figure 104: “Reference Actor, Loam Shin” ________________________________________________________ 78
Figure 105: “Special thanks to my family, classmates, and friends” ____________________________________ 78
Figure 106: “Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the MFA degree in the School of Film and
Animation, Rochester Institute of Technology” _______________________________________________ 78
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